
Summary of Feedback from Students
(2022-2023)

A total of 630 students from eight courses viz. BCom, BCom (FS), BCom (Hons),
BBA,BCA,BSC(Eco), PG Diploma in GST and MCom filled the students feedback form. The
suggestions given by students are as follows:

1. Emphasis should be given on providing practical examples alongwith theoretical

knowledge to the students.

2. More extra- curricular activities comprising of yoga exercise and sports, beyond

academics need to be organised on weekly basis.
3. Hands on learning and training sessions should be introduced for final year students so

as to prepare students for current market jobs.

4. Cornputer systems need to be updated and Xerox and print out facility should be there

for students in the college campus.

5. Special workshops/programs/seminars need to be conducted for career guidance and

knowledge for competitive exams must be provided to final year students.

6 Internship opportunities must be provided by college in different companies for exposure

into corporate world.

7. Atleast one lecture per week of general knowledge and library period should be

incorporated in the time table.

8 Variety of eatables should be made available in canteen.

9. More number of copies of text books should be added in liibrary.
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Teachers teach the lesson efficiently
630 responses

22 (3 14 (2 2%) (11.7%)

Teachers answer the queries of the students
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Teachers link the theory to real life experiences

30 (4 82 (13%)

Teachers use discussions, case-studies, power-point presentations(PPTs), web-resources, ICT tools
etc. while teaching in the class
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Teachers motivate the students for ethical and moral conduct
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Teachers inform the students about the aims and objectives of the course
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Teachers connplete the syllabus of the course in the class in time

20 (32%)

368
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For internal evaluation, teachers conduct class-tests, quiz, assignments, seminars, case-studies.
presentations etc.
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Teachets are objective (fair) while assessing students' learning
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The Coliege provides students' opportunities for promoting internship, field visit, placement drive

(for Final year students)
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you tate the quality of teaching • learning process In the College l
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Teachers ptovlde guidance and counselinq in academtc areas for factlltattnq studpnts•
developnnent
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Teachers provide opportunities to participate in extra-curricular activities beyond the classrcom

teaching for faciiitating students' overall development
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